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ABSTRACT 

Electrostatic actuation of liquids has become a viable means for moving small 

volumes of liquid in microscale applications. This work explores the actuation of liquids 

by an electrostatic force using a phenomenon known as liquid dielectrophoresis (LDEP 

or just DEP). Due to scaling properties, LDEP can function as an effective means for 

moving liquid in microsystems. For potential integration of this actuation method into 

microsystems, a reliable model is needed to predict how the dynamic response of liquid 

behaves during actuation. To develop such a model, theory that incorporated five 

independent forces acting on an infinitesimal segment of liquid was applied, followed by 

experimental testing. The forces were dependent upon system parameters as well as 

liquid height and/or liquid velocity. The net effect due to these forces was then 

quantified in a non-linear differential equation. Matlab was used to solve this equation 

with respect to time. For experimentation a potential difference is applied across two 

transparent capacitor plates, and an electric field is created through a microchannel, 

which creates an electrostatic force that enables the liquid to rise against gravity. The 

microchannel for liquid actuation was roughly 2mm by 130um by 7.5 cm, and the 

voltage used was 300 V for water and 470 V for silicone oil. The dynamics of this 

process were then analyzed and the theoretical model’s results were compared to 

experimental results.  

Experiments were run to validate the model. Experiments yielded maximum 

actuation heights of about 30 mm for water and 6 mm for silicone oil. Maximum 

velocities demonstrated were 80 mm/s for water and .5 mm/s for silicone oil. After 

analyzing the results, the theoretical model was proven to be accurate for relatively high-

speed actuation. The model deviated from experimental results in that it predicted further 

liquid advancement over a longer time period. A possible explanation for this disparity 

could be attributed to liquid stiction, which was not considered in the model. 
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1. Introduction and Historical Review 

Along with advances in micromanufacturing technologies, come demands for more 

compact and more fully-integrated devices. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) 

show promise in advancing many of today’s systems. In the field of health science, 

BioMEMS have allowed many diagnostics and testing devices to be miniaturized to 

conserve resources such as lab chemicals/supplies, time, material cost, and labor. In the 

field of consumer electronics, MEMS have allowed for more and more complex devices 

to be made portable for consumers [1]. An emerging application of MEMS involves the 

development of cost-efficient, wireless microsensors for use in integrated “smart” 

systems. Such microsensors could be invaluable for health monitoring in equipment that 

contain critical components (ie airplane wings) or in equipment that would otherwise be 

difficult to comprehensively monitor (ie train tracks). Solar and electromagnetic energy 

sources can power such standalone microsensors, but when these energy fields are not 

present then vibration energy could serve as a viable alternative [2].  

 At present there exist three basic means of converting vibrations to electricity: 

piezoelectric, electromagnetic and electrostatic methods. Piezoelectric materials output a 

voltage when subjected to stress due to mechanical deformation. Piezoelectric materials 

are typically ceramics or crystal, and output charge when subjected to stress. One 

microdevice used piezoelectric beams that deflected when subjected to vibrations. It 

reportedly generated around 2µW of power from ambient vibrations of 80 Hz [3]. 

Electromagnetic energy conversion involves movement of a magnet with respect to 

conducting elements. This relative movement produces a potential difference according 

to Faraday’s Law. Beeby et al have reported an electromagnetic micro-generator 

responding to ambient vibrations of 52 Hz, and producing around 46 µW [4]. 

Electrostatic energy conversion uses variable capacitors where the electrodes move 

together/apart due to vibrations. This relative movement causes a change in capacitance 

and, in turn, a harvestable voltage change. An example of electrostatic microgenerator 

was described by Meninger et al, and produced 8 µW at 2520 Hz [2]. 

Considering that the above-described devices serve as characteristic examples, the 

limitation for electrostatic microgenerators becomes apparent, as the efficiency of energy 

conversion is lacking. At 80 Hz the 2 µW piezoelectric generator produced .025 µW per 
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cycle, the electromagnetic generator produced .88 µW per cycle, yet the electrostatic-

based device produced only .003 µW per cycle. Despite this detriment, electrostatic 

devices hold other critical advantages. They do not require special materials like 

magnets or piezoelectrics, and can be fabricated using traditional silicon machining 

techniques. If the efficiency of electrostatic energy harvesting systems were significantly 

augmented, it would likely make them the most practical type of kinetic energy 

scavenging microdevice.  

Toward augmenting efficiency of electrostatic energy transduction, selective filling 

of capacitor volume by a dielectric liquid, like water, is under consideration as described 

extensively in Ref. [10]. In the proposed selective filling scheme, at maximum 

capacitance the gap between the electrodes is fully filled by a high dielectric constant 

liquid, while at minimum capacitance the liquid occupies a small volume of the gap 

which is now approximated as empty. The energy generated during a cycle of operation 

can be quantified according to Equation 1 [10]. 

          
(Eq.  1)

 

Where Ucharge is the energy stored by the capacitor, Cmax and Cmin are the maximum 

and minimum capacitance levels respectively, and Vinitial and Vfinal are the initial and final 

voltage levels across the capacitors plates at the beginning and end of a cycle 

respectively.  

As can be seen from Equation 1, (assuming that Cmax>>Cmin) the energy generated 

per cycle is roughly ~ εl
2
, where εl is the dielectric permittivity of liquid filling the gap at 

Cmax. Depending upon the liquid used, the energy converted may increase substantially. 

For example, water has dielectric constant of ε=78 and the associated energy conversion 

increases would be more than 3 orders of magnitude. 

In the fluid manipulation scheme proposed in Ref. [10], the dielectric liquid moves 

in and out the of the capacitor gap as a potential difference across the two plates of the 

capacitor is turned on and off.  This scheme has yet to be achieved in practice. 

Moreover, several issues/limitations of the proposed technique must be understood in 

order to bring it life, including what is the minimum voltage to achieve actuation, or 
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what is the time response of the liquid (ideally it responds instantaneously).  The aim of 

this study is to help with understanding some of these issues.    

The physical mechanism behind the proposed liquid actuation method [10] is 

liquid dielectrophoretic (LDEP) actuation. In the presence of a non-uniform electric 

field, the bipolar nature of the liquid molecules causes migration from areas of relatively 

low electric fields into areas of higher intensity fields. A pronounced field gradient shall 

exist at the meniscus of a liquid column between capacitor plates, because air has such 

lower permittivity than water. Additionally, a potential difference between a liquid and 

dielectric surface creates a change in contact angle, a phenomenon known as 

electrowetting (EW) [11]. With a high enough voltage applied to the capacitor plates the 

generated electric field gradient will induce bulk fluid movement through LDEP or some 

combination of LDEP and EW. 

Dielectrophoretic actuation has critical advantages with respect to the application 

of interest for several reasons. For one the process requires no moving parts or special 

materials, so it can be easily integrated into devices designed with typical MEMS 

fabrication processes in mind. Also since the force is electrostatic, the response time 

should be very short. Short response time is essential; in order to effectively augment the 

capacitor ratio, gap filling and emptying must occur with each cycle of oscillation. With 

LDEP the force driving fluid motion would be switched in time with the rest of the 

circuitry. Furthermore the final device would ideally actuate liquid using voltage that is 

already present and necessary for the energy harvesting process, however this requires 

careful and deliberate parametric design efforts.  

After discussing the motivation, objective and approach in the following sections, 

the rest of this chapter will identify and explain some of the fundamental physics behind 

two different methods of liquid actuation by an electric field.  

1.1 Motivation 

A novel part of this proposed system included using a dielectric liquid for 

enhancing the capacitor ratio in an electrostatic energy harvesting microgenerator. By 

selectively filling the gap between capacitor plates, the capacitor ratio can be greatly 

augmented leading to higher voltage differences and greater power production. The 
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device operation requires that droplet actuation is much faster than the time response of 

ambient vibrations (5 ms at 200 Hz). The work contained in this report aims to 

understand the main parameters that can be used to control/ tune the time response of the 

droplet in order to engineer systems where this condition is met. 

1.2 Objectives and Approach 

 The objective of this work is to develop a model to predict the movement of a 

dielectric fluid actuated by electrostatic force through a microchannel consisting of two 

parallel electrodes. The model must take into account the main forces acting on the 

liquid including gravity, wall shear stress, surface tension, contact-line friction, and 

electrostatic (driving) force, and will focus on AC actuation of insulating liquids. The 

main difference between conducting and insulating liquids is their ideal method of 

actuation. Conducting liquids tend to be actuated by electrowetting (or DEP at high-

frequency AC voltage) whereas insulating liquids tend to get actuated via DEP. In order 

to effectively characterize the fluid’s dynamic response to applied voltage, the effect of 

several parameters will be investigated including capacitor plate spacing, steady state 

height, and liquid conductivity. Many of the phenomena involved with this system, 

especially small-scale phenomena, are not necessarily well-understood. For example, 

contact line friction force is very difficult to approximate empirically, and usually must 

be measured experimentally. Therefore experimental investigations will be carried out to 

validate theoretical models. 

 

1.3 Dielectrophoresis 

Liquid dielectrophoresis and electrowetting can sometimes be difficult to 

distinguish as they can both actuate liquids using electricity, just by different 

mechanisms. The following sections will explain the underlying mechanisms for each 

phenomenon and will then discuss relevant literature. 

Dielectrophoresis, in essence, describes the way in which a dielectric liquid, such 

as water, tends to migrate from areas of relatively low electric field to areas of relatively 

high electric field. The bulk movement occurs due to manipulation of polar molecules in 
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a non-uniform electric field. Water, for instance, consists of two electropositive 

hydrogen ions and one electronegative oxygen atom. This polarity causes the molecule 

to align when subjected to an electric field. In the case of a non-uniform electric field 

this shifting of molecules actuates the bulk of the liquid, moving it along the field 

gradient. In the case of water moving between two parallel capacitor plate electrodes, the 

difference in dielectric properties of water and air help to create the field gradient needed 

for actuation. The dielectric constant for water is nearly two orders of magnitude higher 

than that of air. This means that in between the two electrodes, the space occupied by air 

will have much higher electric field intensity than the space occupied by water. The 

polar water molecules will then advance into the region previously occupied by air, and 

they will continue to do so until opposing forces, such as gravity and/or surface tension, 

cause the system to reach equilibrium [6]. 

1.4 Electrowetting 

Another electric-induced means of liquid transport includes electrowetting. This 

phenomenon occurs due to change in apparent contact angle which arises as a result of 

surface energy changes due to applied voltage. Unlike DEP this is a surface effect. It is 

well known that due to adhesion between a liquid a hydrophilic surface, capillary effects 

can cause liquid to rise against gravity in small channels. The electrowetting process 

simply lowers contact angle such that even surfaces which are normally hydrophobic can 

attract liquid and induce movement.  

 Much of the science behind LDEP and electrowetting is still under contention 

and not necessarily well-understood. A paper by T. B. Jones distinguishes the 

fundamental difference between LDEP and DEP by considering conducting liquids 

against insulating liquids [11]. In the case of an insulating dielectric liquid, charge can 

not travel much through the media. This means that the electric field penetrates through 

the liquid and induces the volumetric LDEP force effect. In the case of a conductive 

liquid, on the other hand, charge can migrate readily. In this case the liquid will tend to 

undergo charge separation leading to more surface-dominated force effect, or 

electrowetting. No liquid is either a perfect conductor or perfect insulator, so it can be 

difficult to determine if one effect becomes negligible in certain cases. The force can 
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also be frequency-dependent; if the voltage is cycled above a certain critical frequency 

then charge separation can not occur and conductive liquids can display insulating-

liquid-type behavior [11].  

1.5 Review of Pertinent Literature 

Several works have paved the way for current research in the area of 

dielectrophoretic liquid actuation. Some notable contributions have been made by 

researchers including Pellat[7], T. B. Jones[11], and Kumari[18].  

Some significant contributions to this area of study have come from T. B. Jones 

and K.L. Wang [12][13]. T. B. Jones has been involved in much recent work in 

electrostatic liquid actuation[11][12][13]; in a 2002 publication[11] he compared 

experimental and theoretical models for fluids actuated by electrowetting and DEP. 

Diagrams of each can be seen in Figure 1. The fundamental difference in the two 

methods lies in the fluid type, whether the fluid that is being actuated is conducting or 

insulating. The publication also derived equations for rise height and contact angle 

change in terms of system parameters and applied voltage.  

 In T. B. Jones’ paper, “On the Relationship of Dielectrophoresis and 

Electrowetting,” Jones defines ways to calculate driving force for DEP and 

electrowetting cases [11]. For the case of DEP working on an insulating liquid, 

electrostatic force is quantified in relation to the Korteweg-Helmholtz body force 

density. Essentially this method relates the force to the electric field gradient present, 

which should not have strong frequency dependence. From a conservation of energy 

approach, the force Fe acting on a liquid due to DEP would simply be the change in 

capacitor’s stored energy with respect to liquid position. An important caveat is that at a 

high enough frequency conducting liquids display insulating liquid-type behavior. The 

prior two driving force models neglect electrowetting, which involves a different set of 

equations [11]. To consider electrowetting Jones suggests that classical capillary force 

functions be used, with the exception that contact angle varies with respect to applied 

voltage. One more important sidenote is that Jones considers water to be a conducting 

liquid. Even though water is not highly conductive, it is conductive enough to necessitate 

coating electrodes with a thin coating of insulating material.  
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Figure 1: Typical setup for insulating liquid [left] versus setup for conducting liquid [right] [11] 

Another relevant contemporary research paper in DEP actuation came from work 

by K. L. Wang (collaborating with T. B. Jones) and was titled “Electrowetting Dynamics 

of Microfluidic Actuation.”[13] In this joint publication between T.B. Jones and K. L. 

Wang, system dynamics were addressed more in-depth. Actuating force was defined to 

be equal to the change in capacitor stored energy with respect to liquid height [12]. In a 

more comprehensive dynamic analysis, the four most significant forces acting on a 

lumped fluid element were quantified to characterize transient fluid response. This 

model accounted for gravitational, viscous, contact line friction, and electrostatic forces 

[13]. Through experimentation Wang and Jones produced results that closely matched 

their model. The results are shown in Figure 2. 

This paper is relevant because the experimental setup it describes is somewhat 

similar to the one used in this report. To enhance electrowetting, though, the group used 

a conducting channel and applied voltage between the channel and the slides. The group 

used a pair of steel slides and viewed liquid rising from the side. These slides were 

coated with parylene (for electrical insulation) and a thin layer of ester oil (for 

hydrophobicity). Different frequencies of applied voltage were investigated, ranging 

from DC to several kilohertz. Fluid response was reported to be quickly responsive and 

highly repeatable. The liquid being actuated was DI water with 125Vrms, and the 

apparatus used was a pair of metallic parallel plates separated by a distance of 1.8mm.  
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Figure 2: Experimental results [left] and setup [right] from Wang/Jones work [13]. Results show 

that liquid was consistently actuated to a height of about 5 mm in one second. 

 A group including N Kumari, V Bahadur and S V Garimella has also made 

recent contributions to this area of MEMS research. In a recent investigation of droplet 

actuation between parallel plates, they used a patterned array of electrodes to induce 

lateral fluid movement. This differs from channel filling because the electric field 

gradient can not be produced simply by depending on the liquid to change electric field 

density in the trailing volume (The droplet has two menisci, so the electric field 

intensities would be similar in either side of the droplet). Through active control of 

voltage levels across the electrode array the group achieved peak velocity values up to 

8cm/s. The setup utilized conducting liquid actuated by voltage at a variety of 

frequencies. A diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 3. The peak velocity was 

generated using low-frequency ac voltage. Plate spacing was 300 microns and the 

conductive liquid used was a solution of DI water and KCl. Actuation voltage was 50 

Vrms[14].  
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Figure 3: Cartoon depiction of experimental setup used by Kumari et al. 

 Through theoretical and experimental research, Kumari et al [14] reached several 

notable conclusions. Liquid actuation force in three different cases was postulated for 

theoretical modeling. The cases included the following: Case 1 called for electrodes 

coated with an insulating layer used for actuating an insulating droplet with AC 

frequency. Case 2 involved an insulating layer, conducting droplet and AC frequency. 

Case 3 was similar to case 2, but used DC voltage. For all three cases force is defined as 

change in capacitive energy with respect to liquid position, and a thin insulating layer is 

assumed. In the case of an insulating droplet actuated by AC voltage, system capacitance 

is not expected to depend on frequency, so force is frequency dependent. In the case of a 

conductive droplet actuated by AC voltage the system’s capacitance is highly frequency 

dependent. In the case of classical electrowetting, a conductive liquid under DC voltage, 

the force is supposed to vary according to  

      
(Eq.  2)

 

The variables in Equation 1 include V, voltage; A, droplet area; x, droplet position; kd, 

dielectric constant; εo, permittivity of free space; and d, dielectric layer thickness. A few 

other conclusions described included the following:  

• The conductivity of the fluid being actuated affected the frequency-dependence 

of the response, as higher conductivity leads to faster charge separation.  

• Higher frequency made the liquid behave more like an insulating fluid, leading to 

decreased actuation force and decreased velocity. This is because the 

electrowetting phenomenon depends on charge separation.  
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• AC voltage leads to lower contact line friction force, meaning higher peak 

velocity. The reasons behind this are still in question. 

• Low frequency AC voltage appears to be ideal for actuating conducting liquid, 

not only because of the contact line friction force decrease but also because of 

the decrease in likelihood of electrolysis [14].  

 

 The system which likely defines the state of the art in this area was developed by 

Tianzhun Wu, Yuji Suzuki, and Nobuhide Kasagi. By using a thin film electret the group 

achieved liquid actuation using the smallest recorded amount of applied voltage, which 

was 5 volts. The group demonstrated manual liquid switching and estimated liquid 

movement to be about .3 mm/s. This technique of actuation was very different from 

others since it made use of an electret. This electret was used in conjunction with 

external capacitors to create a potential on the activating surface much greater than the 5 

volts applied to the system. Surface potential was estimated to be around 1000 volts. 

Another unique feature here was that the group used silicone oil rather than DI water 

[15].  

The above case serves as a prime example of insulating liquid actuation under a 

direct-current voltage source. Silicone oil is highly insulating; in fact the conductivity of 

silicone oil, 10
-13

 S/m, is several orders of magnitude lower than that of DI water, which 

is 5·10
-6

 S/m. A high-intensity electric field was produced to actuate the silicone oil; the 

group estimated that the electrets produced surface voltage of up to 1000 V while the 

electrode spacing was only about 150 µm. The group calculated actuation force, shown 

as Fe in Figure 4, based on a conservation of energy approach. It is known that applied 

force is equal to change in energy with respect to distance. Here the change in the 

capacitive energy stored is considered with respect to liquid location. This gives an 

approximation of the theoretical driving force Fe, which occurs due to LDEP [15]. 
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Figure 4: System developed by Wu et al, which uses electrets to actuate fluid movement 

 In summary the past systems have provided a basis for understanding some of the 

capabilities and limitations to actuation of liquid by LDEP and EW. The framework has 

been set for development of practical models for predicting dynamic response in many 

general cases. There is still much work to be done, however, in finding out how these 

models change in applied cases, at extremes, during transitions, or scaling.  
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2. Predicting liquid dynamics in dielectrophoretic actuation 

2.1 Force Balance on the Liquid Volume 

 The basic approach for predicting fluid movement during actuation entails 

summing all of the forces acting on a bulk liquid volume. Of the forces considered, the 

one positive force here is the driving, electrostatic force, which will be denoted by Fe. 

The opposing forces consist of a gravitational force Fg, a surface tension force (assuming 

hydrophilic channel walls), Fs, a force exerted by the wall shear stress, Fw, and a contact 

line friction force, Fc. The forces acting on the liquid can be visualized via Figure 5 

below. This model is meant to sum the dominant forces acting on the liquid being 

actuated, and so neglects some other forces/phenomena that are assumed negligible as 

discussed next. The drag force exerted as air gets ejected from the channel during filling 

is ignored because the viscosity of air is much less than the viscosity of water, making 

the drag force relatively insignificant. 

 

Figure 5: Free body diagram showing forces acting on liquid inside control volume specified 

2.2 Gravitational Force 

 The simplest force to calculate in this model is the body force due to gravity, Fg. 

The force acting on the bulk liquid is the liquid’s mass enclosed in the control volume 
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multiplied by the gravitational constant (g=9.81 m/s
2
). Since the device being considered 

has a rectangular-shaped microchannel, the volume of liquid drawn up into the channel 

is simply the product of channel thickness, channel width, and liquid height. Multiplying 

this volume by density (ρ) gives mass, and subsequently multiplying that product with g 

gives weight, or the body force. The equation of gravitational force is then 

F g ρ g⋅ b⋅ h⋅ x⋅         (Eq.  3) 

Where b is channel width, h is the space between slides (channel thickness), and x is the 

liquid’s meniscus height. So for a channel with constant cross section being filled with 

water the body force acting on that water due to gravity would be a linear function in 

terms of liquid height (x).  

2.3 Electrostatic Force 

 The driving force, which pulls liquid up into the channel, is an electrostatic force 

described previously as dielectrophoretic actuation. Since dielectrophoresis deals with 

movement of polar molecules in an electric field gradient, several previous studies have 

calculated this electrostatic force as a function of electric field strength [16],[17]. 

Electric field intensity, however, can be conceptually elusive and also difficult to 

accurately predict, so here the conservation of energy law was used instead. It is known 

that work equals force times distance, so the actuating force can be found from the 

change in energy with respect to a certain distance. The energy held by a capacitor is 

given by the equation below.   

U .5 C⋅ V
2

⋅          (Eq. 4)  

In the above equation U represents electrostatic energy, C is the system’s capacitance, 

and V is the applied voltage. Since equilibrium is met when the system reaches its lowest 

energy state, a force will be exerted on the liquid while the stored electrostatic energy 

decreases. This force will in fact be: 

F e
x

U
d

d          

(Eq. 5)

 

  

In this equation, dU/dx is the change in electrostatic energy with respect to the change in 

fluid height [18]. For constant voltage, the first step toward finding dU/dx is to find 

capacitance, C, with respect to liquid height, x. This requires summing several 

capacitance values, some in series and some in parallel. Here the equation for a parallel-
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plate capacitor was used to calculate capacitance, providing that capacitance 

         
(Eq. 6)

  

Here εr is the relative static permittivity (or dielectric constant), ε0 is the permittivity of 

free space (where ε0 = 8.854x10
-12

 F/m), A is plate area, and d is plate separation.  

Finding system capacitance requires several steps. First let the dimensions of the slides 

specified be w and z, where w is the slide width and z is the length. To find the 

capacitance of the parylene layers, the following parameters were used: Slide area 

A=z·w, thickness is dpar, and parylene dielectric constant is εr. The capacitance values 

seen in the diagram of Figure 6 were calculated, but in the case of finding air and water 

capacitance values the value for area was expressed in terms of liquid height, x. The rest 

of the calculated capacitance values are shown below in terms of their constituent 

variables. (Note: Cpar disappears in the case when a parylene layer is not used) 

Cpar

ε o ε r⋅ z⋅ w⋅

dpar         

(Eq.  7) 

Cpfilm

ε o ε r⋅ z⋅ w b−( )⋅

h        

(Eq.  8) 

Cair

ε o ε r⋅ b⋅ z x−( )⋅

h        

(Eq.  9) 

C liquid

ε o ε r⋅ b⋅ x⋅

h         

(Eq.  10) 

 

To find the capacitance of the media (Cm), in general, the air and liquid “capacitors” can 

be considered to be in parallel, and so their capacitance values get added.  

Cm Cair Cwater+
        

(Eq.  11) 

The capacitance of the central region can now be found as  

Cequiv Cm 2Cpfilm+
  
 

      
(Eq.  12) 

Incorporating the parylene “capacitors” in series, where capacitors in series add like 

resistors in parallel, the system capacitance Ctot can be found.  

1

C tot

1

Cpar

1

Cequiv

+
1

Cpar

+

      

(Eq.  13) 

Finally the system capacitance is found to be   
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C tot
1

2

Cpar

1

Cequiv

+








      

(Eq.  14) 

For the purposes of modeling the experimental setup, capacitance values were calculated 

for the case of a 2 mm wide channel with a plate spacing of 127 microns and plate 

dimensions of 2.5 cm by 7.5 cm. The results of these explicit calculations are presented 

in Table 1. 

Table 1: Capacitance of system components for 127 micron channel (Note: x here is in meters) 

Component                    Capacitance 
Dielectric Constant (εr) 
Used 

Cpar Cpar=5.00E-08 3 

Cpfilm Cpfilm=2.64E-10 2.2 

Cair Cair=1.045E-11-1.394E-10*x 1 

Cwater Cwater=1.087E-8*x 78 

Cm Cm=1.045E-11+1.073E-8*x N/A 

Cequiv Cequiv=5.384E-10+1.073E-8*x N/A 

Ctot 
Ctot

1

1

1.073 10
8−

⋅ x 5.385 10
10−

⋅+

40000000+

 

N/A 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Circuit-diagram of system capacitance [Left: Top view, Right: Side view] 
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 Going back to the equation for energy stored in a capacitor U=.5·C·V
2
, the 

driving force on the liquid can now be calculated using the following: 

F e
x

U
d

d
.5V

2

x
C

d

d









⋅

       

(Eq.  15) 

Given that U is now equal to 0.5CequivV
2
, the derivative dU/dx can be found by solving 

for dC/dx. In symbolic notation the electrostatic force due to liquid dielectrophoresis is 

expressed generally as: 

Fe
0.5 V

2
⋅ Ka Kw−( )⋅

2

Cpar

1

2 Cpdms⋅ Ka x z−( )⋅− Kw x⋅+
+








2

2 Cpdms⋅ Ka x z−( )⋅− Kw x⋅+[ ]
2

⋅

−→

       

(Eq.  16) 

Where Ka is the permittivity of air multiplied with the ratio of channel width to plate 

spacing, and Kw is the product of water’s permittivity and that same ratio. To get an 

intuitive feel for how much the capacitance, and so also driving force Fe, change as 

liquid rises up through the channel, the capacitance and force were plotted with respect 

to x. The following case study is presented, and considers actuation of water through a 

50 micron channel with one volt of applied potential.  
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Figure 7: Graph of system capacitance during liquid actuation 
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Figure 8: Graph of electrostatic force during liquid actuation (for 1 volt applied) 

As expected the relationship is virtually linear over the interval of interest, but an 

important side note here is that the force does not change as drastically as the 

capacitance does. This is because the force is a function of change in capacitance and not 

capacitance directly. So since the change in capacitance is almost linear, the force 

applied is almost constant.  

2.4 Viscous Force 

To obtain the frictional force due to wall shear stress during liquid actuation, a 

formula obtained for liquid seepage was used. This formula fits here because the channel 

geometries and fluid flow types are similar to those derived from the liquid seepage 

model. The model used in the original derivation is shown below.  
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Figure 9: Flow Profile in channel [19] 

For both modeling and experimentation the channel can be considered infinitely long, 

because channel width (b) is much greater than channel spacing (h in Figure 9). Also in 

both the idealized case and the experimental case, it is assumed that the flow is laminar. 

Laminar flow is expected in the proposed system, because the following parameters, 

with velocity coming from literature on similar systems, give a Reynolds number below 

the transition range. For the case of water actuation, water density ρ=1000kg/m
3
, and 

water viscosity µ=8.9*10
-4

 Pa·s. Taking an average fluid velocity u=dx/dt to be .2 m/s, 

and channel spacing h=127·10
-6

m, the Reynolds number can be calculated as follows. 

In general Re= (ρ·u·h)/µ so here Re= (1000kg/m
3
·0.2 m/s·127·10

-6
m)/ 8.9·10

-4
 Pa·s 

which yields Re=29. Going forward, the general equation for wall shear stress in this 

situation is given as 

        
(Eq.  17) 

where µ is viscosity, Q is flow rate, and b and h are channel width and spacing 

respectively [19]. Knowing that Q is the product of channel cross section and average 

flow velocity Q can be found in terms of channel width (b) and spacing (h) as 

Q=b·h·dx/dt. In the equation for τw, then, the b·h product in the denominator will cancel 

with the b·h product from Q, then allowing τw to be simplified to 
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τ w
6µ

h t
x

d

d









⋅

        

(Eq.  18) 

To find Fw, the force applied due to wall shear, τw can be multiplied with the contact 

area, which would simply be the channel perimeter multiplied by liquid height. The 

perimeter is then 2(b+h) so contact area becomes 2(b+h)x. Then the force applied due to 

wall shear stress can be expressed as follows:  

Fw 12
x b h+( )

h
µ

t
x

d

d









⋅  

      

(Eq.  19)

   

2.5 Contact Line Friction Force 

 Contact line friction force can potentially play a large role in liquid movement 

during dielectrophoretic actuation. Unlike wall shear stress, which affects the liquid 

throughout its contact area, contact line friction gets applied only at the junction between 

a liquid’s meniscus and channel wall. It is a phenomenon expected to occur any time the 

channel’s surface roughness is greater than the molecular size of the liquid moving 

through. Figure 12 shows just how the mechanism plays out. Since water molecules are 

very small, this force needs to be taken into consideration. It can be calculated using the 

fact that Fc is proportional to contact line length and change in x with respect to time. 

Here contact line length is just the perimeter of the channel cross-section, and dx/dt is 

the liquid actuation rate. The force applied is then given by equation 20: 

F c 2 b h+( )ζ
t

x
d

d









⋅

       

(Eq.  20) 

where ζ is the contact line friction coefficient [20]. 

It will be difficult to predict what magnitude of force is expected in this case, 

because not much literature exists to quantify the contact line friction coefficient. 

Practically speaking it would be hard to predict interactions on this level, especially 

since there are several variables involved. At any given contact line, there exist three 

independent materials; these include the contact surface, here glass and Parafilm, as well 

as the two fluids involved, which here would be water and air. To roughly estimate 

contact line friction force, an experimentally-found value for ζ can be taken from 

literature, where ζ was found for a different system that used water [12]. In [12] ζ was 
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found to be 0.3, so by substituting 0.3 into the above equation it may be possible to find 

the order of magnitude expected for contact line friction force. With the values 

substituted, Fc is now equal to 0.00128·dx/dt. To see if this force is expected to be 

significant it can be compared with the previously-calculated wall shear force 

(Fw=.179·x·dx/dt). Assuming that a characteristic value for liquid height, x, would be 

about .05 m, a characteristic value for Fw could be Fw~.009*dx/dt. Comparing this with 

Fc~.0013*dx/dt shows that the two forces are less than one order of magnitude different, 

and so both are expected to play a significant role. To better approximate Fc, however, 

experiments must be run to better characterize the unknown coefficient, ζ. 

 To get a ballpark estimate for what ζ could be for water on parylene, a simple 

experiment was set up as shown in Figure 10. This experiment entailed setting a 

parylene-coated slide onto a rigid plate and then measuring the time it took for a droplet 

of water to travel down the slide. The rigid metal plate was affixed such that the angle 

was just steep enough to cause the liquid to move. For each trial the metal plate was first 

lifted horizontal, then a 50 µL droplet was set atop the parylene-coated slide using an 

adjustable micropipette, then the metal plate was quickly lowered as a timer was started. 

When the droplet hit the bottom the timer was stopped and the time was recorded. The 

times were averaged and then used to solve for ζ.  
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Figure 10: Experimental setup for estimating ζ (note slide is transparent) 

To solve for ζ, a Matlab program was created to model the motion of the droplet. 

This model considered the movement of the droplet with respect to time by summing the 

forces applied. These forces can be visualized as shown in Figure 11, and they include 

the gravitational force, viscous force, contact line friction force, and air drag force.  

 

 

Figure 11: Free body diagram for droplet on angled, parylene-coated slide 
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 The four forces considered were simulated using the following equations. 

The air drag force was found to be negligible relative to the other forces, and so could be 

left out altogether (but is included below as a reference).  

F contact ζ V⋅( ) 2 π⋅ r⋅( )
       

(Eq.  21) 

F grav m g⋅ sin θ( )⋅
  

      (Eq.  22) 

F drag Cd ρ air V
2

⋅
A

2
⋅









⋅ .5⋅ 0      (Eq.  23) 

F viscous π r
2

⋅
5µV

2h
⋅

       

(Eq.  24) 

In the equations above, ζ is contact line friction coefficient (the variable of interest), V is 

velocity, r is droplet contact radius, m is droplet mass, Cd is a drag coefficient based on 

geometry, A is projected droplet area relative to velocity direction, and h is droplet 

height. These equations were formulated based on works by Garimella et al [18] and 

Feng et al [21]. The viscous and contact line forces were estimated based on the drop’s 

shape. Using the drop’s known contact angle, its contact surface area and contact line 

length were calculated empirically by assuming that the drop has a dome-like shape. The 

shape was defined by integrating infinitesimal disc segments that fit the droplet’s profile.  

From experimentation, the coefficient of contact line friction was estimated to be 

between 0.2 and 0.5. There exists a significant error here, and that error could stem from 

several sources. The range of values came from running the experiment 5 times with 3 

drop sizes; 35uL, 40uL and 50uL droplets were used. The average ζ value from the 

larger droplets was around 0.2 while the average ζ value calculated from the smaller 

droplets was closer to 0.5. It is likely that a couple of factors influenced this disparity. 

The larger droplets, though assumed to be spherical in shape, were seen spreading out to 

make a shallower dome. The smaller drops, on the other hand, were more susceptible to 

stiction and likely produced artificially high values for ζ because of it.  

 The simple experiment described above produced friction coefficient values on 

the same order of magnitude as the one taken from literature. This helps to justify using 

the value of .3 in modeling water’s contact line friction during actuation between 

parylene-coated plates.  
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Figure 12: Shows mechanism by which contact line friction force impedes movement [20] 

2.6 Surface Tension Force 

 The final applied force to be addressed is the force due to surface tension. 

Surface tension exists due to the cohesive forces between water molecules, and provides 

the force that makes water seem to defy gravity when it forms round droplets. In much 

the same way that the cohesive force of gravity leads to spherical planets, so too do the 

cohesive forces of hydrogen bonding lead to spherical water droplets. Any time water is 

deformed from its spherical shape, there must be a force involved, and there must be a 

corresponding increase in the water’s surface energy. Typically for water at standard 

temperature and pressure this change in surface energy can be approximated as γla=72.8 

dynes·cm/cm
2
 (or .073N/m), where γla is the surface energy per unit area at the liquid/air 

interface [22]. For the case of liquid moving up a channel, the liquid surface area could 

be approximated as channel cross section perimeter, .0043 m, times liquid height, x. To 

get energy change with respect to liquid height, though, it is necessary to consider not 
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only the surface energy of water in air, but also the surface energy of the liquid/solid and 

air/solid interfaces.  

Continuing with the conservation of energy method, the diagram shown in Figure 

13 can be used to illustrate how energy levels change during liquid actuation.  

 

Figure 13: Diagram representing change in surface energy during liquid actuation. 

Inside of the rectangular control volume, it can be seen that the energy of the liquid/air 

interface is not changing, but the solid/air surface energy is decreasing, while the 

solid/liquid energy is increasing. Put discretely, the change in energy within the control 

volume due to change in surface energy can be expressed as  

dγ γ sl γ sa−( ) 2⋅ b h+( )dx
      

(Eq.  25) 

Going forward would then require knowledge of γsl and γsa, or the quantity γsl-γsa. 

Calculating γsl- γsa can actually be fairly simple if knowledge about the liquid’s contact 

angle is available. Figure 14 below shows how a free body diagram can be used to relate 

the difference γsl- γsa, to γla. 
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Figure 14: Shows relationship between different surface tension forces. Note that v (vapor) is used 

here as a subscript instead of a (air), but the two are considered equivalent [1]. 

From the above free body diagram it can be shown that σsl- σsa = -σla·cosθ, where the 

three σ variables represent the three surface tension forces. In this equation the surface 

tension forces and respective surface energy values can be represented somewhat 

interchangeably. This means that the surface energy equation becomes [1] 

γ sl γ sa− γ la cosθ−
       

(Eq.  26) 

 

 

Figure 15: Picture showing water droplet on parylene-coated surface 

To find the initial contact angle of deionized water on parylene, a digital 

photograph was taken and analyzed. The contact angle was found to be 85
o
, yet this 

angle is expected to change when voltage is applied. This phenomenon of electrical-
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based contact angle change, electrowetting, can be predicted using the relationship given 

in Equation 27: 

     
(Eq.  27) 

Here θ(0) and θ(V) are contact angle before and after voltage application, respectively, γ 

is γla, εε0 is dielectric permittivity, and d is the thickness of the dielectric (here 127 

microns) [1]. The voltage term here, V, is assumed to be approximately equal to applied 

voltage. This assumption is made because the only thing between the dielectric (water) 

and the electrodes (ITO) are very thin layers of parylene. Since the parylene thickness is 

much less than the channel thickness, and since parylene’s dielectric constant is much 

less than water’s, the potential difference across the water will be considered the same as 

applied voltage. Another important consideration is that the equation below assumes DC 

voltage. Solving for θ(V) then yields contact angle with respect to applied voltage, as 

follows:  

θ V( ) cos
1− ε r ε 0⋅ V

2
⋅

2 d⋅ γ⋅
cosθ 0+







      

(Eq.  28) 

For relatively small voltage (<10V) the electrowetting effect can be ignored since it 

changes the contact angle by a degree or less. For larger voltage levels, though, 

electrowetting needs to be considered (unless the voltage frequency is sufficiently high 

to overcome electrowetting effects). This leads to usage of software tools to calculate 

voltage needed for liquid actuation, since the electrowetting effect is dependent upon 

voltage, yet also contributes to the equation for voltage required for actuation. Matlab 

was used as a solver in this case. 

Now substituting the expression for θ(V) back into the equation for surface 

energy, the difference in surface energy, γsl- γsa, can be found as shown below. 

γ sl γ sa− γ la− cos θ V( )( )       (Eq.  29) 

Combining Equation 29 with Equation 25 then gives the change in energy with respect 

to x (which is dγ/dx) and this can be multiplied with the contact line perimeter to get an 

expression for surface tension force, Fs.  

F s γ la−
ε r ε 0⋅ V

2
⋅

2dγ
cosθ 0+









2⋅ b h+( )     (Eq.  30) 
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To better understand how contact angle and surface tension force relate to applied 

voltage, the plots in Figure 16 show these parameters as a function of applied voltage. 

These plots were created assuming the same parameters as those used for making Table 

1. Note that when V is greater than about 40 volts the force changes directions. At this 

point the solid/liquid surface energy has changed such that the interface makes the 

parylene surface behave like a hydrophilic surface.  
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Figure 16: Graphs showing contact angle and surface tension force varying with Voltage 

 The parabolic shape produced by the plot shown in Figure 16 seems to agree 

quite well with experimental results reported previously in Ref. [1], as shown in Figure 

17. In Ref. [1] the results were plotted with respect to the cosine of contact angle so the 

concavities of the two results are oppositely oriented. The slopes of the graphs seem to 

be fairly comparable. The experimental results show that the theory does in fact break 

down after a certain critical voltage. Figure 17 shows that after about 300 volts, the 

results begin to stray from the theory, and this is likely due to the existence of a 

saturation point. 
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Figure 17: Theoretical and experimental results for contact angle vs. applied voltage [1] 

2.7 Steady-State Rise Height 

Now that all forces acting on the liquid column have been defined, finding the 

steady state, maximum height of rise, simply requires finding the point of force 

equilibrium. Since steady state is defined as liquid height at time t=∞, all time dependent 

forces, like Fw and Fc, can be neglected. Hence steady state occurs when:  

F e F s F g+
        

(Eq.  31) 

Substituting the expression for each force in the above equation, the voltage, V, required 

for liquid actuation can be approximated in terms of rise height, x. By plugging in values 

and simplifying, this can produce the following explicit relationship for voltage in terms 

of steady state rise height in the considered system: 

V

γ la−
ε r ε 0⋅ V

2
⋅

2dγ
cosθ 0+









4⋅ b h+( ) 2ρ g⋅ b⋅ h⋅ x⋅+








x
Ctot

d

d







    

(Eq.  32) 

For the geometry specified in Table 1, the voltage is plotted as a function of the desired 

steady-state rise height in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Graph shows voltage required for steady state liquid actuation height 

This graph shows some interesting results. For one, it shows that the liquid is not 

expected to rise at all until the voltage has passed a certain threshold. Stiction was 

ignored, so the only term to cause this hysteretic behavior is the surface tension term. 

Since the channel is hydrophobic, a certain amount of force will be required to make the 

water start to climb the channel. So below a certain voltage, the hydrophobicity of the 

microchannel is expected to prevent liquid movement. The graph’s overall shape appears 

rather linear, reflecting the increasing amount of gravitational force being applied due to 

increased liquid height. Another interesting remark from this plot is that the function 

creates a concave-down-shaped curve. This means that the slope of liquid height with 

respect to voltage is increasing as more voltage is applied. This nonlinearity shows the 

role that electrowetting plays in helping to actuate liquid movement. 

 To check the viability of the model that has been developed here, the analytical 

model developed previously was used to predict steady state rise height of liquid in an 

already-established system. Elbibary reports the following results seen below in Figure 

19 [23]. By comparing these experimental results with a graph generated using the 
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analytical model, it is possible to get a feel for model accuracy. The model was run 

assuming a 2 mm wide channel, contact angle of 85°, and plate spacing of 70 microns. A 

few things can be observed for a meaningful comparison. For one the slope in each case 

is around 1.5 mm/V, indicating good consistency. Since the geometry was modeled to 

reflect the experimental geometry used, the slopes of the lines should ideally be the 

same. A second item worth mentioning is that if a line were drawn to fit the 

experimental data points, that line would intersect the “Volts rms” axis at a value of 

approximately 14V. This gives experimental support for the existence of a threshold 

voltage level.  

 

Figure 19: Compares experimental rise height from literature (left, blue points) to theoretical rise 

height calculated from proposed model (plot on right) 

2.8 Dynamic Analysis 

 Now that steady state voltage and rise height states have been evaluated, the next 

task involves characterizing system dynamics during liquid actuation. The terms that 

were neglected in calculating steady state height values must now be taken into account. 

These forces, viscous shear stress and contact line friction, shall, by definition, oppose 

liquid motion and so are expected to act in the downward direction. The force balance 

now becomes m·a=Fe - (Fs+Fg+ Fw+Fc). Using F=ma and knowing that water mass (m) is 

channel cross sectional area times height, an equation of motion can be derived. 
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2
x

x
d

d

2 F e F s− F g− F w− F c−

b h⋅ ρ⋅ x⋅
      (Eq.  33) 

 The above equation for system dynamics was solved using a numerical method 

via Matlab programming. To do this the second order differential equation seen above 

was expressed as two equations in state space. This was not difficult since only one term, 

the inertial term, contained a second-order derivative. The two equations represented in 

state space became the system of first-order equations shown below. 

x1’=x2 

         

(Eq.  34) 

x2’= 10^4*(Fe-Fg-Fs-Fc-Fw) 

      

(Eq.  35)
 

In the equations above, Fe, Fg, Fs, Fc, and Fw represent the forces involved and were 

defined at each time step in terms of x and x’. To get a solution for the differential 

equation the following initial conditions were used. Assuming that the channel must be 

slightly submerged before applying voltage, and that velocity starts from zero, initial 

conditions are x|t=0=10
-4

m, and x’|t=0=0. Running the Matlab program using the ode15s 

solver allowed for efficient solving of the problem. 

 Now that liquid position could be plotted with respect to time for a given voltage, 

it was desired to see what kind of relationship voltage and transient liquid response 

would have. The model was then run with differing levels of voltage to offer a 

comparison between applied voltage and fluid response.  
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Figure 20: Liquid meniscus position during first .5 seconds of actuation 
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Similarly the liquid actuation velocity was plotted for the same conditions.  
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Figure 21: Actuation rate of liquid during first 5 seconds 

 Looking at the two graphs produced in Figure 20 and Figure 21, much can be 

inferred about system dynamics during actuation. The position seems to climb sharply at 

first and then levels off after a certain amount of time. Similarly the velocity shows an 

initial spike followed by an asymptotic decline. This occurs since the modeling approach 

is considering the voltage application as a step function being initialized at t=0. As soon 

as voltage gets applied the liquid starts to accelerate upwards until the velocity begins to 

decrease due to the combination of viscous, inertial, cohesive and gravitational forces.  
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3. Experimental Setup 

To test the viability of the theoretical model discussed previously, a simple 

testing apparatus was devised and created. The schematic of the experimental setup is 

shown in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22: Experimental setup featuring ITO/parylene-coated slides with potential difference being 

supplied via alligator clips 

The major components shown include coated slides (coated with parylene for water 

actuation, Teflon for silicone oil actuation), Parafilm, pool of water (or silicone oil) in a 

plastic dish, and alligator clips that run to a voltage source. The coated slides are typical 

microscope slides that have been coated with a transparent, electrically-conducting layer 

of indium tin oxide (ITO). Being transparent, ITO allows for channel viewing during 

voltage application. After ITO deposition, a thin layer (about 1 micron thick) of parylene 

was used to coat the ITO, isolating the electrodes to prevent electrolysis of water during 

voltage application. To actuate the liquid, which begins as a pool in the dish, the slides 

must first be submerged a small amount into the water. It is desirable to have the slides 

barely submerged because the amount of water in the channel can, in theory, affect the 

rate of actuation. Voltage must then be applied across the system via two alligator 

Alligator Clips 

Coated slides 

Liquid-filled dish 

Parafilm 
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clamps. These clamps make direct contact with the slides’ ITO layers via small areas on 

each slide in which parylene was not deposited.   

 The voltage was applied using a signal generator (Stanford Research Systems 

Model SR830) in conjunction with an amplifier (Trek 604 customized amplifier). The 

signal generator can deliver 0-5 volts at 0-20kHz, and the amp outputs 0-500V for an 

input of 0-5 V.  

3.1 Experimental design Considerations 

A couple of factors needed to be addressed to ensure that the experiment could 

function without any major problems. One potential issue dealt with dielectric 

breakdown. Dielectric breakdown occurs when the electric field overwhelms the limit of 

the dielectric material, and causes the material to effectively short out. To address this 

issue the following plot, shown in Figure 23, was analyzed [24]. This plot suggests that 

parylene C should perform adequately under the expected experimental conditions.  

 

Figure 23: Parylene breakdown voltage with respect to thickness [24] 

 Another consideration dealt with possible delamination of the ITO layer. This 

needed to be considered because capacitors have an inherent attractive force existing 

between the capacitor plates. This electromagnetic force pulls the two plates together 
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because the oppositely charged plates attract one another. This could be problematic 

because the capacitor plates in this case are effectively just ITO coatings rather than 

solid metal plates. If the attraction between the two ITO coatings were to exceed the 

adhesion of ITO to glass, then the ITO particles would come off of the slides, ruining the 

setup. To calculate the attraction between the two surfaces, the following equation was 

used: 

     
 (Eq.  36) 

This equation holds true as long as the plate dimensions are much greater than plate 

spacing. 

 The true test of the ITO lamination strength came with voltage application; after 

applying over 470 volts, the capacitance of the system did not change, indicating that the 

ITO had not delaminated.  

3.2 Voltage Frequency 

 The voltage used for actuating water was 300 Vrms at 600 Hz. The frequency 

was chosen deliberately to help ensure the creation of an LDEP-based force field. Since 

water is a conducting liquid, voltage applied across the plates could lead to electrolysis 

(if the plates are not 100% coated with a pinhole-free insulating coating) or actuation by 

electrowetting. It was desirable to study LDEP actuation, so the high frequency prevents 

charge separation and allows for electric field penetration. This ideal frequency was 

chosen based on an equation from a paper by T. B. Jones, which states that at a critical 

frequency, fc, the liquid being actuated will transition from conductive behavior, and 

start to behave like an insulating fluid.  

      
(Eq.  37)

 

In the equation above, σ1 is the conductivity of the liquid, κ1 and κd are dielectric 

constants for the liquid and dielectric coatings respectively, and D and d are plate 

spacing and dielectric coating thickness respectively [11]. 

 For actuating silicone oil the voltage frequency was chosen, somewhat 

arbitrarily, to be 10 Hz. Since water actuation required a signal generator, it was desired 
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to keep the signal generator as part of the experiment in order to keep few variables 

between experiments. It would be experimentally problematic, however, to turn the 

signal generator to its minimum frequency since this would make the input voltage 

behave like a time-dependent variable. Theoretically DC current should be fine for 

actuating silicone oil, since silicone oil is highly non-conducting. 10 Hz allowed the 

experiment to demonstrate DC behavior without actually applying DC current.  

3.3 Plate Spacing 

Choosing the proper plate spacing is critical to the successful operation of the 

experiment. If the plates are too far apart, then the volume of liquid can increase beyond 

the capability of actuation by a reasonable amount of voltage. If the plates are too close 

together then the system capacitance could become dominated by the dielectric layer, 

meaning that the electrostatic force (which is based on changes in capacitance due to 

liquid height change) would become too small. Also it is important to consider that the 

electrostatic force is a volumetric force, since it gets applied via an electric field that 

penetrates the fluid, while the opposing viscous forces are surface forces. So decreasing 

plate spacing could increase the surface area to volume ratio, making the opposing 

forces dominate. To get an idea for this relationship, the electrostatic force was plotted 

with respect to plate spacing, and is shown below in Figure 24. This plot predicted that 

the theoretical maximum electrostatic force would be achieved with a plate spacing of 

about 4 microns. Given that the plates were spaced 127 microns apart, the experimental 

electrostatic force is expected to be a value far to the right of the peak shown in the 

graph. From the graph, the experimental DEP force realized should be about 10 µN.  
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Figure 24: Graph of electrostatic force with respect to plate spacing. 

3.4 Liquid Type 

 Two kinds of liquids were actuated here to study DEP. Water was studied first, 

as it is a commonly used liquid in microsystems. Water can exhibit conductive or 

insulating behavior depending on whether the frequency of the voltage applied to it is 

low frequency or high frequency. Hence water can be actuated using electrowetting or 

DEP methods respectively. Next to isolate and study LDEP phenomena, it was desired to 

eliminate electrowetting effects. This could be ensured by actuating silicone oil rather 

than DI water. Silicone oil is highly resistive, and also viscous, meaning it needs high 

voltage for actuation. Modeling the fluid behavior was done just as was previously 

demonstrated for water. The only new requirements were changing parameters to reflect 

the new system. The new parameters can be found in Table 3. 

3.5 Experimental procedure 

The experimental procedure entailed three steps, which were setup, data collection, 

and data analysis. The first step, setup, included putting together slides and other 

experimental components. First, two strips of Parafilm (127 micron thick) were cut so 

that each strip could be laid on top of a coated slide. The strips were spaced 2 mm apart 

so that after sandwiching the Parafilm with the second coated slide, a 2 mm wide 
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channel was created between the slides. It is important that each slide be oriented such 

that the coated side faces inward. Also the slides must be offset slightly so that the 

uncoated patch is accessible, while the majority of the slides area is overlapping with the 

other slide’s face. Next a small segment of a printable ruler was cut out and placed on 

top of the “sandwich,” adjacent to the microchannel. Next a pair of plastic spring clamps 

was used to hold the slides together; one clamp was placed next to each side of the 

channel. Finally the assembly was fixtured such that the clamps held the slide assembly 

just slightly immersed in a small plastic dish filled with liquid. The liquid was given 

time to get drawn up into the channel (due to capillary effects) and reach steady state. To 

provide voltage the amplifier’s positive and negative output terminals were connected, 

via alligator clamps, to the uncoated patch of each of the immersed slides.  

 To collect data, the following procedure was used: 

1. Sony DFW-X710 digital camera with standard C-mount lens was focused on the 

microchannel. 

2. Backlighting was adjusted for optimal meniscus visualization. 

3. Signal generator was set to the proper voltage and frequency output (with 

amplifier turned off) 

4. Webcam XP (software used for recording) was opened and set to record. 

5. Amplifier was switched on and left on until steady state was reached. 

 For data analysis windows media player was used to visualize the meniscus 

position at different timesteps. The camera’s frame rate was known to be 30 fps so it was 

possible to select intermittent frames and plot meniscus height with respect to time. Note 

that the ruler segment was used as a reference for measuring meniscus position in each 

frame.  

 Experimental parameters for actuating water and silicone oil were similar, but 

there were differences in liquid properties and plate coatings. In the case of water 

actuation, parylene was used for preventing electrolysis, whereas in the case of silicone 

oil, Teflon was used to increase the apparent contact angle (and reduce stiction). Lists of 

experimental parameters are given in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2: Parameters for modeling/experimentation of water actuation 

  Value units 

dynamic viscosity 8.94E-4 Ns/m2 

contact-line friction 
coefficient 0.3 
water dielectric const 78   
voltage applied 300 at 600Hz Vrms 

surf tension .073 N/m 

contact angle 85 deg 

density 1000 kg/m3 

Plate Spacing 0.000127 m 

Dielectric Coating Parylene C 

Dielectric constant  3   

Thickness 0.000001 m 

capacitance 5*E-8 F 

Spacer Material Parafilm  

Dielectric constant 2.2    

capacitance 7.6*E-10 F 
 

Table 3: Parameters used for modeling/experimentation of silicone oil actuation 

  Value units 

dynamic viscosity 0.0093 Ns/m2 

contact-line friction 
coefficient 

[Ignored, Negligible 
effect on Model for 
expected values] 

oil dielectric const 2.5   

voltage applied 470 at 10Hz Vrms 

surf tension 0.0201 N/m 

contact angle 37 deg 

density 930 kg/m3 

Plate Spacing 0.000127 m 

Hydrophobic Coating Teflon 

Dielectric constant  1.9   

Thickness 0.000002 m 

capacitance 3.67*E-8 F 

Spacer Material Parafilm  

Dielectric constant 2.2    

capacitance 7.6*E-10 F 
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4. Results 

4.1 Analysis of Water Actuation 

Experiments yielded maximum actuation heights of about 30 mm for water and 6 

mm for silicone oil. The maximum velocities demonstrated were about 80 mm/s for 

water and .5 mm/s for silicone oil. In each case the liquid meniscus was allowed to reach 

steady state prior to voltage application. The silicone oil experiments were highly 

repeatable with the oil rising and falling consistently according to voltage applied. The 

experiments with water, however, demonstrated much less repeatability. When water 

was actuated, the liquid rose quite substantially in the first trial, but only receded a 

fraction of that distance after voltage was removed. The water could then be actuated 

repeatably within this zone of initial recession, but would not actuate to new extremes 

without increased voltage. This suggests that a combination of capillary and stiction 

effects significantly influenced results. Since the model did not account for stiction, 

there were three questions that could yet be addressed to get a meaningful comparison 

between the model and the experiment.  

1. How high would the meniscus rise, in theory, due to capillarity if stiction was not 

an issue? 

2. How would the liquid theoretically respond if actuated from the starting point 

used during experimentation? 

3. How would the liquid theoretically respond if actuated from the observed 

meniscus height achieved after voltage removal? 

In actuating water it was observed that capillarity caused the liquid to raise to about 

1 cm before any voltage was applied. After voltage application the liquid rose to about 4 

cm. After voltage removal the liquid then fell to about 3.75 cm. It could then be actuated 

repeatably from its 3.75 cm position to the 4 cm position.  

To effectively compare the experimental results with theoretical results, Matlab 

code was run for three different cases. First case: no voltage, starting position at zero; 

Second case: 300 volts, starting position zero; Third case: 300 volts, starting position 

3.7cm. In all cases electrowetting was ignored because high frequency ac voltage was 

used. The reason for running three different scenarios lies in the inherent experimental 
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problems related to stiction. Due to capillarity, the liquid column should rise to a certain 

level without any voltage, and this theoretical height was found to be 2.7cm. After 

voltage application, the liquid height shall be strongly dependent on the meniscus 

starting height. For the first trial, starting height is low because stiction has prevented the 

liquid from rising to its “desired” height of 2.7cm, while for the second experimental 

trial starting height is high because stiction has prevented the meniscus from falling back 

down to the nominal height. Running the model for the three cases shall give 

comparability between model and experimental results. 

 The results from running the model for zero applied voltage showed that the 

steady state meniscus height should be about 2.7 cm. Experimentation supported this, as 

the two steady state heights observed were roughly equidistant from the 2.7 cm 

theoretical height. The initial steady state height, before voltage application was about 

1.5 cm lower than the 2.7 cm theoretical height, while the final observed steady state 

height (after voltage removal) was about 1 cm higher than the theoretical steady state 

height.  

 To compare theoretical and experimental results for the first actuation of water, 

experimental results were gathered and analyzed as given below. Figure 25 shows the 

channel at different time steps during actuation, where each timestep represents .033 

seconds (the period of the camera’s frame capture cycle). After about a second the liquid 

meniscus rose higher than the camera’s field of view, so the rest of the data was 

collected by tracking particulate movement. The results of the experiment were then 

graphed as shown in Figure 26. The velocity was then plotted with respect to time and 

this is given in Figure 27. 
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Figure 25: Water actuation during the first experiment. (Menisci outlines added for clarity) 
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Figure 26: Graph of liquid position with respect to time during the initial actuation of water 
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Velocity During First Actuation
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Figure 27: Experimental and theoretical velocity of liquid during initial actuation 

By looking at the preceding graphs, one can see that the model predicted a higher 

actuation rate than that found experimentally. There are several possible reasons for this 

disparity. For one, the contact line friction force coefficient is really unknown. Current 

theory states that the coefficient should be independent of contact line velocity, but this 

theory could be an oversimplification, as the contact line friction phenomenon is not 

very well understood. Another source for error comes from stiction. The model does not 

account for stiction, and therefore allows the meniscus to continue to rise for a long time, 

even at low speed. In the experimental case, stiction prevents slow advancement of the 

meniscus after a relatively short time. Another issue could deal with air drag. As liquid 

moves up in the microchannel, the air that was occupying that space gets displaced. The 

model does not account for air drag occurring due to this air displacement. Another 

source of error could come from imperfect control of experimental variables. Some of 

these factors could include uncertainties related to liquid contact angle, plate spacing, 

plate coating thickness, surface roughness/uniformity, electrical losses in 

wires/connections, and liquid impurities (including effects presented by the dye used for 

water visualization). Also during experimentation it was noted that the plates oscillated 

due to the attractive forces of the electrical energy. These vibrations could have affected 

results but were not considered in the model.  

For the second actuation of water (meniscus starting from higher initial position), 

experimental and theoretical results were once again plotted together and analyzed. The 

theoretical and experimental results are given in Figure 28. 
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Second Actuation of Water (Scenario 3)
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Figure 28: Theoretical/experimental results for actuation of water form a height of 3.7 cm  

In this case, the second actuation of water, the agreement between the model and the 

experimental results really started to break down. The graphs for experimental and 

theoretical results take on a similar shape but have differences of about two orders of 

magnitude. This is most likely due to the fact that stiction prevents slow advancement of 

the meniscus. The model predicts slow movement for a long time, but the experiment 

exhibited steady state after about 30 seconds. This scenario effectively shows the 

limitations to the model. As stiction was not part of the initial model considerations, it 

was ignored in the modeling efforts. Thus the model does not work well in predicting 

liquid dynamics for slow movement.  

It is difficult to make rigorous comparisons between the results presented here and 

results presented in literature as there hasn’t been a lot of work done in tracking dynamic 

response of DI water actuated through parallel plates under high frequency. A work by 

Jones et al made use of a very similar setup, but had plate spacing much further apart 

(about 1 mm gap) [25]. They plotted liquid height for different levels of voltage and 

frequency. For DI water actuation at 1 kHz and 200 Vrms they reported a rise height of 

about 5 mm. This value is greater than the experimental rise height found here for the 

second actuation of water, but is much less than the experimental rise height for the first 

actuation of water. After considering other influences present, the results seem to agree 
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fairly well. Since the T. B. Jones experiment used much wider plate spacing, the 

maximum possible rise height should be relatively low since the electrostatic force is 

lower and the body force experience by the liquid column is greater. With the wider gap, 

though, stiction becomes less of a problem since the surface area to volume ratio is not 

as high. So comparing the results from Ref. [25] to the results reported in Figure 25-

Figure 28 gives some credence to the results found by modeling and experimentation.   

 

Figure 29: Liquid rise height plotted against applied voltage for DI water actuation, taken from 

work by Jones et al [25] 

4.2 Analysis of Silicone Oil 

 In testing silicone oil it was noted that silicone oil spreads out finely when 

applied to a surface. In fact the contact angle of silicone oil on Teflon-coated glass was 

measured to be about 37
o
. This means that capillarity will play a significant role in 

experimentation. To account for this, the model was first run for a long time with no 

applied voltage. This gave the steady state rise height due to capillarity. This rise height 

was found to be 3.6cm. Next this steady state height was used as the starting point, but 

now a voltage was applied. The results are shown in Figure 31-Figure 33, and give good 

comparison between experimental results and theoretical results.  
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Figure 30: Picture of microchannel at incremental time intervals. 
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Figure 31: Liquid rise during actuation of silicone oil, theoretical and experimental results shown 

The results agree pretty well with the model. In the model the maximum height 

of rise is somewhat higher than that of the experiment. This could have occurred due to 

several factors. For one, liquid stiction was not considered in the model, so it is possible 

that once the liquid motion slowed to a certain speed, further advancement became 

impeded by liquid stiction. Another possible source for error could be the plate spacing. 

The model assumes that the plate spacing was exactly the same as Parafilm’s theoretical 

thickness. In reality it is possible that imperfections, bubbles, dust, etc. could have 
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caused the plates to be spaced slightly further apart than their nominal spacing. Overall, 

though, the experimentation proved to be highly repeatable, and seemed to be much less 

affected by stiction than testing with water.  

 With the model pretty well-proven, it is now possible to delve a bit further into 

what is implied by the analysis. The fluid velocity during actuation can now be plotted 

with respect to time during actuation. Also the experimental results were used to 

calculate velocity (This was found by dividing change in height by change in time). The 

results are given in Figure 32 and agree pretty well with the model. 
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Figure 32: Theoretical/Experimental velocity of meniscus during actuation of silicone oil. 

This appears to be somewhat like a boundary layer problem, and the initial change is a 

point of interest. Plotting the first millisecond gives the graph shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: Theoretical plot of liquid velocity during first millisecond of actuation 

 The experimental and theoretical results for silicone oil actuation agree well with 

those presented in literature. Wu et al reported maximum actuation rates of about .3 mm 

per second for about 1000 V applied through a 150 micron channel [15]. The peak 

experimental velocity recorded here was actually higher, about .5 mm/s, with a lower 

applied voltage. This could be due to the fact that the plates were slightly closer together 

at just 127 microns, allowing for more efficient electric field creation. Also the higher 

actuation rate could be attributed to the use of Teflon as a hydrophobic coating.    
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5. Conclusion 

After experimenting with water and silicone oil, the theoretical model for fluid 

movement was found to be valid for predicting LDEP-actuated flow at relatively high 

velocity. The model worked especially well for predicting silicone oil actuation, and this 

was likely due to the fact that silicone oil has low surface tension, and was not affected 

as much by stiction when compared with water. For small actuation rates, however, the 

model proved ineffective for predicting meniscus height. These shortcomings were 

deemed acceptable since the target application would involve high rate of movement 

over short timescales, leaving little opportunity for stiction to substantially impact 

system dynamics.  

Results of experimentation showed that voltage on the order of 300 and 500 volts 

can effectively actuate water and silicone oil respectively. The liquids were actuated 

through a 2 mm x 127 micron channel, and heights achieved were up to 30 mm and 6 

mm for water and silicone oil respectively. Peak velocity values were found to be about 

.5 mm/s and 80 mm/s for silicone oil and water respectively.  

If the experimental system were to be improved to better reflect current theory, 

several steps could be taken. One possibility would be to use wider plate spacing with 

higher voltage. Since stiction is thought to be caused by the no-slip condition along 

channel walls, widening the channel would allow the other forces to dominate more 

effectively. Another possibility would be to simply include stiction as an influence in the 

model. Stiction is a low-velocity phenomenon, so it may be possible to simply determine 

the threshold velocity value for stiction and specify in the model that the liquid shall stop 

moving once the velocity decreases below that value. A third option for improving 

experimental results could be to actually scale down the system. Scaling the system 

down would allow for a stronger electric field to be created with substantially less 

voltage.  

 Since the end goal of this work would be to predict fluid movement in a 

functional microdevice, it is important to consider how well the model would scale to 

smaller system. A smaller system would certainly be more susceptible to stiction since 

the surface area to liquid volume ratio would increase substantially. At the same time, 

the electric field could be generated more efficiently at smaller scale. Ultimately testing 
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would need to be done on a system with a thinner channel. This would require better 

control/optimization of almost all variables, namely the surface uniformity, dielectric 

coating thickness, and voltage frequency. Another consideration would be further study 

of electrowetting. Electrowetting could be a more practical means of actuating liquid at a 

smaller scale since it is based on surface interactions. Also electrowetting has been 

demonstrated with relatively low levels of voltage as compared to DEP.  
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7. Appendix 

7.1 Matlab Code Used for Solving for Transient Liquid Response 

(water) 

7.1.1 Program 1 

clear all 
close all; 
clc; 

  
[T,X] = ode15s(@nonlinear_morgan_water_st_st,[0 10],[.0036 0]);  
%[T,X] = ode23tb(@nonlinear_morgan_new_try,[0 5],[0 0]);  

  
figure(1),subplot(2,1,1),plot(T,X(:,1)) 

  
figure(1),subplot(2,1,2),plot(T,X(:,2)) 

 

7.1.2 Program 2 

function dx = nonlinear_morgan_water_st_st(~,x) 

  
x1=x(1); 

  
x2=x(2); 

  
dx1 = x(2);              
% first state equation  
V=30; %300; 
Ka=.000000000252; %Ka is eps*eps0*b/h b is channel width h is gap 
Kw=.00000001972; %Kw is same but with eps for water 
Cpfilm=.000000000479; %Cpfilm is eps*z*(w-b)/h 
Cpar=5*10^-8; 
z=.075; 
%Fe=0.5*V.^2*(6.8*10.^-7+2*x1*10.^-10)/((5.16+5.44*x1).^2);%this is 

wrong 
Fe=-0.5*V.^2*(Ka-Kw)/((2/Cpar+1/(2*Cpfilm-Ka*(x1-

z)+Kw*x1)).^2*(2*Cpfilm-Ka*(x1-z)+Kw*x1).^2); 
Fg=.00137*x1; %wxhpg=.002*.000127*x*760*g 
Fs=-.5*10.^-5-2*10.^-8*V.^2; %based on 85 deg contact angle, no EW 
zeta=.1;%.3; 
Fc=.004254*zeta*x2; %based on coeff of zeta Fc is 2(b+h)*zet*vel 
Fw=0;%.179*x1*x2; %Fw is 12(b+h)*mu/h*x1*x2 
disp(sprintf('Fe is %f*10^-3 Fg is %f*10^-3 Fs is %f*10^-3 Fc is 

%f*10^-3 Fw is %f*10^-3',Fe*1000,Fg*1000,Fs*1000,Fc*1000,Fw*1000)); 
%den1=(2/Cpar+(1/(2*Cpfilm-Ka*(x1-z)+Kw*x1))).^2; 
%den2=(2*Cpfilm-Ka*(x1-z)+Kw*x1).^2; 
%disp(sprintf('num is %f 1st den is %f 2nd den is %f prod is %f',-

0.5*V.^2*(Ka-Kw),2/Cpar+(1/(2*Cpfilm-Ka*(x1-

z)+Kw*x1)).^2,10^18*(2*Cpfilm-Ka*(x1-z)+Kw*x1).^2,den1*den2)); 
%disp(sprintf('1st den is %f 2nd den is %f prod is 

%f',den1,den2*10^18,den1*den2)); 



 

54 

dx2 = (Fe-Fg-Fs-Fc-Fw)/(x1*2.54*10.^-4); 
% second state equation x is x1 dy/dx is x2 and d2y/dx2 is dx2 

  
dx =[dx1;dx2];   
% solutions for the two state equations above with first  
% column = displacement and second column = velocity of the MEMS 

electrode 

 


